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Module 2 – Lesson 4: Dream/Astral Realm Ship Experiences

I first became aware of these dream time contact experiences through 

some female friends. It seems women, for some reason, tend to 

experience this to a greater degree. They’d regularly say to me, "we 

went on the ships last night". I didn't really understand what they meant, 

at the time my belief systems created a separation between the dream 

state and the waking state and couldn't really connect these two 

realities. The idea of ETs being physical beings and the dream state 

being a non-physical state created confusion in me and I couldn't join 

the dots.

I'm now getting clearer as to what's happening in these experiences, 

however to fully understand what’s occurring in this realm is going to 

take some exploration. I believe I've heard Bashar mention that this 

dimension is somewhere between the waking and the dream state, 

close to the Astral realm, with greater physicality than the dream state.

So to refresh, everything is consciousness, everything is us, existing 

within us as an Infinite projection of our true nature as Source 

Consciousness. From this perspective we see there really is no 

difference between the waking state, the dream state and the astral 
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realm. They’re all experiences within the eternal dream of Infinite 

Consciousness that is us.

As we make the jump to Fourth Density we come to understand that our 

experiences within our apparent outer reality are merely reflections of 

our inner state of being, our inner vibratory state. As we grow spiritually, 

and raise in vibration, the density of light within our being increases. At a

certain point this density of light starts to resonate at a frequency where 

we begin to operate multidimensionally. Our consciousness expands 

into a dimension where higher conscious beings including 

extraterrestrials exist. It's not that we're meeting ETs in our reality as we 

understand it. It's that our consciousness is expanding into higher 

dimensional realms where we can interact with beings that have always 

existed in this density. It seems that as our ability to shift into and 

interact with higher dimensions of consciousness in our outer reality 

accelerates, so it does in our ability to access higher dimensions within 

the dream state.

As we go through this shift of consciousness our vibration is rising all the

time. The higher our frequency goes the more interdimensional we 

become and the more able we’re to interact with the ETs. As we go to 

sleep at night our frequency is now much higher that it was say 9 years 

ago. So as we're going to sleep we're in a state of consciousness that's 

beginning to reach the frequency of inter-dimensionality. This causes us 

to enter sleep & dream states that are higher frequency than we've 

experienced in the past. So when we fall asleep we're now entering 

higher planes of existence different to the regular dream state. If we 
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were to monitor peoples brain wave states during this time I assume 

we’d be able to notice the difference between the regular dream state 

and this interdimensional realm that we enter.

If you follow Bashar you may have heard him talk of the blueprint or 

template level reality. A dimension of consciousness somewhere 

between our soul and our physical experience. In this dimension we 

begin to create our future physical experiences. 

So reality is a reflection of our state of being. It can help if we see our 

state of being multidimensionally, the idea that we’re not just this 

physical body. That we’re made up of an energy body, a higher self, 

soul, over soul, galactic self and Infinite Universal Consciousness. From 

this perspective we see that we’re creating our reality vibrationally from 

many levels of our being. The energetic vibrationally output we give off 

that creates our reality emanates from not just our physical being but 

from our higher bodies too. So the vibrational field we emit, due to the 

goals and perspectives of our higher bodies coupled with the goals and 

explorations of the conscious and subconscious mind, begins to create 

our reality. We begin to form a new experience for ourselves within our 

Infinite Being. Between the perspectives of our oversoul, soul, higher 

self, conscious and subconscious mind we create our vibrational field 

and this is what creates our reality. It begins to form first in the higher 

dimensions, stepping down from our higher self, into the blueprint 

dimension and lastly forming in our physical experience. Created 

through synchronicity and our ability to follow our inner guidance - the 

more we follow our excitement the more we resonate towards the ideal 
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version of our day we create in the blueprint level. And the higher our 

frequency goes enabling us to shift to higher parallel realities with 

increased synchronicity, giving us greater opportunity to line up with the 

perfect version of our day we created in the template level the night 

before. 

So to recap: Our higher self begins to form the reality most relevant for 

us. The reality that mirrors what we're exploring in our consciousness 

the time. Our vibrational exploration of reality. A dimension of 

consciousness forms, somewhere between the soul level and physical 

reality, where we begin to plan what we'll experience in the coming days.

Our vibrational field begins to create physical experinces for us, here in 

the blueprint level before they manifest in the physical world. So think 

about this for a moment, that all your experiences today, particularly if 

you're highly aligned and in flow, have all been created in a higher 

dimension prior to you experiencing them. It seems the more we stay 

aligned and in flow the more we manifest the ideal template for the day 

we created in the blueprint dimension the night before.

From my personal experience, I feel that the ship experiences are 

somehow connected to the blueprint, or template (same thing), level 

reality. I've had experiences where someone’s contacted me in the day 

with an idea about a consciousness/ET related project, the day after I've

felt I’ve been aboard the ships. Usually I don’t remember directly, I just 

get a feeling, that somehow we met on the ships the night before and 

arranged this experience.
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I tend to remember little from these experiences, I'm feeling I'm having a

lot at present as I have feelings and glimpses of interdimensional states 

from the night before, however memories are scarce.

The first 2 months I spent here in Peru I was remembering a lot more. A 

close friend living here was having similar experiences at the same time,

possibly this was helping me remember and integrate more of the 

experiences. It first started when we felt the ET energy come in. We felt 

we were connecting with the Zeta Greys, who as I understand it prefer to

be called the Marse. I was seeing images of greys wearing face masks 

before sleep and could feel their energy strongly. Around this time we 

were having a lot of physical sightings of ships in the sky too.

I remember one morning waking up with my energy feeling super high, 

ET consciousness saturated in me. I went out to the town to get a juice 

to clear my head and I kept seeing municipal workers wearing face 

masks, all I could see was ETs, they looked like groups of short grey ETs

working in unison as a hive mind. I also saw artwork on the streets and 

this would look like ETs to me too, I was becoming aware that something

had happened..

As a side note, something that I believe could be connected, was a 

bizarre experience I had a few nights ago, today being 09 August 2020. 

A term you’ll hear again and again in Ufology and ET contact circles is, 

"sleep paralysis", a lot of people have the experience particularly 

connected with the Zeta Grey, (Marse) abductions, of not being able to 

move when they wake in their beds. People talk of awaking frozen stiff, 
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unable to move with beings moving around them. I believe this is 

somehow connected with the dimensional shift, perhaps as a safety 

mechanism for the physical body as it moves through the dimensions. 

Abductees, (or temporary detainees as Bashar prefers to call them), 

speak of being levitated through windows, their apartment ceiling and 

many other bizarre phenomena during this state of physical paralysis yet

full conscious awareness. And so I had a similar experience a few nights

ago. I wasn't paralysed yet I seemed to be somehow not connected to 

my body while it was functioning. I was aware that I was in a kind of 

dream or interdimensional state of consciousness when I suddenly 

became aware that my body needed to breath. I often get this shortness 

of breath at night and will wake up gasping for air. This time however I 

didn’t wake up, I was like still asleep in another dimension. I became 

aware the body needed to breath yet I was somewhere else, hard to 

describe, kind of disconnected from reality and unaware of my physical 

body yet slowly becoming aware of it and that it was about to start taking

some heavy breaths. Then my body sat up and started gasping for 

oxygen, seemingly completely of its own will and not mine.

Many friends and acquaintances having contact experiences talk of 

waking up in the night in panic unable to move not sure what’s going on.

I believe a lot of these experiences are at the point where we kind of 

reinsert into physical reality and our body. The interdimensional contact 

experience is too much for the physical mind to integrate. It's so far 

outside our remit of what we believe reality and our life to be, that if we 

were to be fully conscious of what had just happened, we would likely go

into psychosis or some other mental resistance and breakdown. Their 
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dimension’s nothing like ours and it takes many years to integrate into 

their way of seeing life and reality, and to begin to interact with them on 

a more physical, (read interdimensional) level.

These ship experiences in dream time are a reflection of our expanding 

consciousness. As the light density of our being rises with the shift into 

Fourth Density we begin to enter into our multidimensionality. We see 

ships more and more in the skies as our dimensional frequencies merge

and more and more we’re able to enter interdimensional states during 

sleeptime.

One of the most vivid memories I have from these experiences is with 

two friends from the Starseed community. One of the friends I'd had a 

heated debate with on Facebook a few days before about a hot topic in 

the spiritual community. I rememberer being in what seemed like a two 

tier open plan cafe area. With coffee tables and seats set out at various 

places in the room. There was a ramp, almost like a wheelchair access 

ramp curving round the side of the room up to a balcony tier seating 

area. Looking back I guess the room was kind or circular, as if I was in a 

saucer ship. Me and my two friends shared some energies I remember, 

and we discussed and resolved the Facebook debate I'd had in the 

physical world. I continue to resonate with these people to this day. It 

seems we have a mission together, and meet on the ships to make 

plans on how we can assist humanity in the transition to the higher 

dimensions.
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